Welcome to Isabella Plantation Broomfield Hill Trail - 1,115 metres / 45 minutes
What can you see, feel and hear? Start from Broomfield Hill Gate, turn left onto Camellia Walk and follow the map in a loop and have fun.
Don’t forget to close the gate!
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Look at tree by post 3, Pinus nigra.
It’s very tall! Can you see the top?
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Keep going - do you feel like you
are in a tunnel? What does it feel
like here?
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Follow the path. Can you touch the
Weeping Willow tree?
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Go just past the Still Pond and turn
right. Can you hear the waterfall?
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Follow the stream and find the trees
near post 23. They’re Silver Birch.
Feel how bumpy they are.
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Follow the path over the large
bridge, stop and sniff. What can you
smell?

At the crossroads go straight ahead.
Can you find the shrub with the
velvety under leaves?

Stay on the path. Soon you’ll reach
Thomson’s Pond. Sit on the bench what can you hear?

Go to the stepping stones and walk
or wheel over the stream.

Turn right and cross the bridge onto
the lawn, find post 11, a Dawn Redwood. Feel the ridges on its trunk.
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Cross the bridge and find the pine
tree right in front of you. Are the
needles sharp? Be careful!

Turn right and before you get to the
bench, look right. Can you see a
shrub with dark orange bark?

Keep going on the path. To the right
is Acer Glade. Is it bright or dark
along this path today?

Turn left into Wilson’s Glade. Go to
the gazebo and take a seat. How
many birds can you hear?

Return to the main path back to the
start. Can you see the shrub
overhanging the path?

You are now at the end of the trail and have returned to the Broomfield Hill Gate.
We hope you have enjoyed your visit!
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Broomfield Hill
Sensory Trail
1,115 metres - 45 minutes

Tread Lightly
Isabella@royalparks.gsi.gov.uk
https://www.royalparks.org.uk/parks/richmond-park/
richmond-park-attractions/isabella-plantation

